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TEP House

Fraternity To Sue
Former Resident

BY TOM LANGLOIS

The Tau Epsilon Phi (TEP)
fraternity will go to Small Claims
Court on September 29th in an
effort to recover room and board
payments from former TEP
house resident Kenn L. Zerivitz,
a member of the Junior class.

Zerivity, now an inactive
member of TEP, had lived in the
fraternity house during most of
the past academic year. He had
signed a contract with the
fraternity promising payment for
room and board through the
middle of May. On March 16,
1978, Zerivitz vacated the house.
By the end of the year, no
payment had been received for

the period from the middle of
February until the end of April,
despite Zerivitz's promise to pay.
After discussions and voting
among the active members, TEP
decided to sue for the money,
which totaled $500.

Zerivitz said the fraternity
violated the contract by failing to
provide adequate meal
arrangements and living
conditions. He stated that he first
became aware of the lawsuit
when he found a note on the
door of his old fraternity room.
TEP member William Carlson,

acting as spokesman for the
fraternity, recalled a different
series of events. According to
Carlson, Zerivitz ran for the post

cont. on p. 6

Student CUS Members Chosen;
Smith Calls For More Input

The Student Council named
four student members and an
alternate to the Committee on
Undergraduate Studies
Wednesday evening.
The full members are senior

Lisa Koenigsberg (who served on
the committee last term), junior
Mike Markels, senior Mark
Rosenblum, and junior Gerald
Spada. Senior Irene Cody will be
the alternate.

Bruce Smith, Chairman of the
Committee on Committees, cited
several key factors in the process,
including the ability to deal with
educational issues, work with
faculty, speak in a committee
and work with each other.

The candidates also received
issue briefs from the selections
committee concerning class
bunching and intersession.
They were, asked to comment
on these topics during their
interviews. The CUS is a
subcommittee of the Academic
Council and an independent
committee of the Student
Council. According to Bruce
Smith, hot issues for CUS
consideration will be intersession,
class bunching, tenure and the
role of T.A.'s. In the past,
however, student input has been
limited, according to Smith. "We
hope and expect that Student
CUS members this year will bring
up more issues for
consideration," Smith said.

Faculty members of the CUS
have often been deaf to the views

GHCC To Join Student Council
To Upgrade Area Housing

In conjunction with the circulated to students last -.1411
Housing Committee of the February and the fact sheets
Student Council, the Greater which students consult at the Off
Homewood Community Campus Housing Office.
Corporation (GHCC) has begun a The GHCC gave the results to
coordinated effort to upgrade former S. C, Housing Chairman
student housing. Stuart Davidson in August.

This summer, the GHCC Davidson then gave them to the
compiled a survey of landlords Housing Co . According to
and the, properties they rent to Richard Puchalski, Director of
Hopkins students. The study Community Organization at the
Contains information on landlord Corporation, the compencium is
tenant relations, including such designed to serve as blueprint for
issues as maintenance, security any future action to upgrade
deposits and discrimination. The units. The GHCC hopes to meet
data came from such sources as with University officials, the
the housing questionnaire cont. on p. 6 Stuart Davidson

of the student CUS members.
The new 6-year B.A.-PhD.
program in Psychology, which
was instituted last year despite
four CUS student votes against
the proposal, is one recent
example. Commented Smith,
"The students made a number of
recommendations; none were
accepted."

Junior Robert Elkin will chair
the Education Committee. It
deals with many of the same

issues as the CUS, but has no.
faculty members and is more
closely tied to the Council.
Sophomore Michael Myers will

run the Housing and Community
Relations Committee. This
group, in addition to working to
solve community housing
problems, will attempt to
increase interaction between
Hopkins and the Homewood
community.

cont. on p. 6

Evening College Launches
New Humanities Program

BY ED SULLIVAN

The Johns Hopkins University
Evening College has begun an
Extended Program in Humanities
for Educators in order to "foster
the teaching of Humanities in
schools," according to Dr.
Richard Allen, Director of Arts
in the Evening College. The
program is funded by a grant
from the National Endowment of
the Humanities.
The purpose of the program is

twofold, explained Dr. Allen.
"We want to use the MLA
(Master of Liberal Arts) to help
local schools by giving them
access to our faculty resources in
order to enhance understanding
of different fields within the
Humanities. We also hope to
translate that learning into
curricular innovation."
Though not limited to

minority educators, local
teachers and school
administrators from minority
groups were especially
encouraged to apply. Most of the
twenty-two students accepted
into the program are black and
work in the Baltimore city
secondary schools, but Dr. Allen
said that within the group there
was a good mix of men and
women, the young and the old,
aad principals and
teachers.He hopes that the
program will "extend the
resources of the University to
parts of the community that
otherwise wouldn't have access
to them."

All students in the program

have enrolled in a program
leading to either a MLA or a
Certificate of Advanced Standing
in Liberal Arts. All will take
three formal courses, and in
addition will select three
mini-courses from such classes as
"Experiential Learning and the
Humanities" and "Contemporary
Issues and the Humanities."

Dr. Richard Allen
There will also be a weekend
workshop once a month, where
participants will work on group
leadership skills. Support groups
of five or six students will also
meet on their own to share
viewpoints and to offer
encouragement to others in the
group. These meetings outside of
classes are of particular
importance, since they assure
communication beyond the
classroom among students widely
dispersed through the area.
Michaei Broom, director of the
formal aspects of the program, is
also helping to arrange these
informal sessions.

cont. on p.7
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Student volunteers are needed to

work at the Hopkins booth of the

Baltimore City Fair this weekend.

Help is needed on Friday, 11 a.m.-7

p.m. and on Sunday, 7-10:30 p.m.

Come to the Office of Community

Affairs, Merryman 101 on Friday.

Free tickets will be given to all

volunteers.

There will be a 1978 Johns Hopkins

University Basketball Candidate

Meeting held in the Conference Room

of the Athletic Center on Friday,

September 15th at 6:00 p.m.

Attendance is imperative, if you are

planning to try out.

Nous vous invitons a notre premiere

reunion. Degustation de vins et de

fromages. Elections des responsables

du Cercle. Le mercredi, 20 sept. 8 h.

du soir au Rathskellar.

The JHU Undergraduate Science

Bulletin is now accepting papers for

consideration to be published in the

fall 1978 issue. Topics include reviews

and original research in the natural

sciences and related fields (such as

psychology and the history of science,

as well as particular fields in the

mathematical and engineering

sciences). Deadline is Friday, October

20, 1978. For more information,

contact the Editors at Box 346. A

twenty-five dollar prize is offered for

the best paper submitted.

The JSA will sponsor Sabbath

services on Friday night at 6 p.m. and

on Saturday morning at 9:30 a.m. in

the Kosher Dining Hall (located

behind the Old Dorms). The JSA will

also hold a general membership

meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 20 at

7:30 p.m. in the KDH. All people

interested in Jewish-related activities

should come and share their ideas.

All Hopkins women, students and

staff, come to an organizational

meeting to plan Women's Center

activities on Thursday, Sept. 21, at

noon, in the Great Hall of Levering.

Bring your lunch!

campus• notes
Anyone interested in serving as a

Congressional intern for the Fall

semester should sign up for an

interview at the Young Democrats

Desk in the Student Activities Office.
Interns will be assigned substantive
legislative and press duties in addition
to regular clerical duties.
The first meeting of the Bridge Club

will be in the Great Hall on Tuesday,
September 19 at 8 P.M. All bridge
players are welcome, regardless of

experience. Come and give it a try!

Refreshments will be served.

The 1979-80 competition for grants
for graduate study abroad offered

under the Educational Exchange

Program (Fulbright) and by foreign

governments, universes and private

donors will close shortly. Only a few

more weeks remain in which qualified

graduate students may apply for one
of the 505a wards which are available

to 52 countries.
Candidates must be U.S. citizens at

the time of application; hold a

bachelor's degree or its equivalent by
the beginning date of the grant, or in a

few cases, at the time of application;

have language ability commensurate

with the demands of the proposed

study projects; and be in good health.

Application forms and further

information may be obtained from

the Fulbright Program Adviser,

Kathleen Hugley-Cook who is located

in Homewood House. The deadline
for filing applications on this campus
is Friday, October 13.

The PAGE (Professional and

Administrative Career Examination/
and the Foreign Service Examinations

will be given this fall. Applications

and test information are available in

the Placement Bureau, 135 Garland
Hall. On October 4, a representative
from the Civil Service Commission

will visit campus to explain the

procedure one goes through securing a

government position. More

information concerning the October
4th visit and federal employment is
available in the PlacementBureau.
Any woman interested in

competitive swimming or diving

should contact Carol at 243-4267,
Debbie at 235-7106, or Coach Welsh,

at the Athletic Center.

Letters and Papers on the Social
Sciences and Humanities will meet on
Monday, September 18th, at 6:15 in
Conference Room A. All staff

members should attend. Persons
interested in publishing in the journal
should submit two copies of their
papers to Box 1310 by October 15th.

Checking of the Transcendental
Meditation technique will be available
for meditators on Friday, September
15th from 2-4:30 p.m. in Levering
Hall, Conference Room A

(downstairs).

BIA football rosters are now being
accepted in the Gym Office or in Box

670, until s, 5 p.m. Wednesday 9/20.
No rosters turned in after this time

will be accepted. Each roster must

designate a team captain and give his

phone number. There will be a

meeting of all captains on 9/21 at
7:30 p.m. in the gym lobby. All

captains must attend and bring a $10
forfeiture fee to this meeting--no
teams will be allowed to play without
submitting this fee. Any questions,
call Jon at 366-5730 or Bruce at
407-3320.

CAMPUS TOURS Anyone

interested in giving campus tours for

the Blue Key Society is asked to
contact Sue Baisley at 243-4660, Box

25.
For anyone interested in helping

out on this year's

For anyone interested in helping
out on this year's Milton S.

Eisenhower Sympo•ium there will be

an organizational meeting on Tuesday,

October 19th in the SAC Office. For

information call Brian at 467-7769.

There will be a general meeting for

the Staff of the Course Guide on

Wednesday, Sept.20th at 4:00 p.m. in

Conference Room A. Anyone

interested in working is invited to

attend. We need writers, production

workers, assistant editors and anyone

who is willing to help. If you want to

work but cannot attend, please leave a

note in Box 1240 and we will get in

touch with you.

The Blue Key Society is holding its
fall membership drive. There will be

an organizational meeting on

Thursday, Sept. 21st at 8 p.m. in

Remsen 101 for those interested in

participating in this year's activities. If

unable to attend, leave your name,

box number and phone number in

Box 245

There will be a meeting of any

photographers interested in working

for the Newsletter on Sunday, Sept.

17, at 2:00 p.m. in the Gatehouse.

Anyone interested in working for

EHSDC call Debbie at 351-5009.

Want to take pictures for this year's

Course Guide? Contact Liz Grossman,

Box 658.

Last Week's Answers
Last week's lingo quiz

turned out to be a real puzzler.
Congratulations to Mike
Krochak, who came up with the
sole successful solution. Perhaps
a few words of explanation
might be in order.
Spiderman's girlfriend is

named MJ (short for Mary.
Jane), which is also the name of
a dog belonging to junior Midge
Allen. A check of the July issue
of the Hopkins magazine reveals
that bozo was a 1920's slang
term for Hopkins students, who
were all male at the time. Hops,
an ingredient in beer, might be
ob :ained in the Rathskellar,

while it is commonly
acknowledged that all women,
whether Jewish or not, enjoy a
favored position in Hopkins
society due to their numerical
(not statistical) advantages.

The quiz answers:
1.!
2. D
3.Q
4. P
5. F
6. J
7. A
8. H
9. K

 11111111w 

10.0
11. R
12. B
13. E
14.0
15. E
16. L
17. N
18. M

Salt 11(11.Z.RACZ ZIZZzaa
all[KKIIIKaaaa

Blue Key Meeting
NEW MEMBERS INVITED

Thursday Sept. 21

8 pm Remsen 101

Committees will be formed for:

Tours

High School Visitations

Overnight Accomodations

If unable to attend

leave your name,

phone no box no.

in box 245
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Mafole,Wickwire In Forum
Protest South African Policies

BY KEVIL DUHON

Protesting "the satanic role of
U.S. corporations" and a South
African government which is
becoming "more and more
fascist," keynote speaker Molefe
"Ike" Mafole found a small but
receptive audience at the
anti-apartheid forum held
Tuesday in Levering Hall.
Mafole, whose speech was

rather short, still managed to
drop a small bomb-shell during
the question-and-answer period.
When a member of the audience
claimed that Ugandan President
Idi Amin was slandered by the
Western press, Mafole responded
in cautious agreement, adding
that Amin had accomplished
some good in his country.

Other speakers at the forum
included Hopkins Chaplain
Chester Wickwire, Bob Cheeks of
the Welfare Rights Organization

in Baltimore, and Hopkins Junior
Jackie Coolidge, co-chairperson
of the event.

Wickwire delivered a eulogy
for murdered South African
black leader Steve Biko. After
quoting from the Bible and Carl
Sandberg, the Chaplain
emphasized the need for U.S.
support for the Steve Bikos who
are still fighting in South Africa.
"South Africa is our problem, "
claimed the Chaplain. "We in the
United States min& remain
neutral."

In terms reminiscent of the late
Rev. Martin Luther King,
Wickwire ended with a prayer:
"Help us to retain our soul; help
us to overcome."

Cheeks had some interesting
views on "American apartheid",
meaning the general treatment of
poor blacks, but shied away from
talking about South Africa. He
blamed both South African and

GRO Constitution
To Be Presented

BY DAN WILE

Graduate students will vote
Tuesday through Thursday next
week whether to accept a
proposed constitution for the
new Graduate Representative
Organization. The final version of
the document will be drafted at a
meeting of the provisional GRO
Monday evening.

After extensive debate in
forums Wednesday and Thursday
this week, the provisional
Interdepartmental Council of the
GRO decided to suggest that an
at-large Coordinating Secretary
and Treasurer be included in the
draft Constitution. These officers
would serve as the chief agents of
the Council in administering its

policies. A rotating Chairman of

the Council, who would preside
over Council meetings was also

incorporated in the charter.
Opponents of the at-large

officer proposal asserted that

such officials might be

compromised because of

frequent and exclusive contact

with the Administration. They

preferred a collective system of

rotating officers with committee

chairmen assigned to specific
issues. Administrators would
then have had to deal with an

office, not a personality. Finally,

the opposition said that the

President's total responsibility to

the Council and his lack of

powers would make his position
redundant.
Proponents of the elected

officials did not disagree with

importance of the committee or

the principle of collectivity.

However, they said that someone

was needed to run the association

on a daily basis, and that a loose

system would risk

disorganization.
"The Power will appear

anyway," said Chris Fynsk of
Romanc(Languages. "It would be

better controlled under a system

of elected officers."
Mark Kornbluh of the History

Department noted that the two

factions do not disagree on the
need to be as representative as
possible of a fragmented graduate
student body. He said the dispute
was over means, not ends. He
also asserted the need for an
organizational system that would
take into account the heavy

academic demands on graduate
students.
The proposed constitution

contains several levels of
representation in addition to the
officers. The Interdepartmental

Council sould be made up of on
representative from each
department. Most of the power is
vested in the Council, which is

the only policy making body in

the GRO.

America apartheid on the
corporate system, finding
correllations between American
firms and their South African
branches. Cheeks went into some
depth on his views of "American
apartheid", finding the courts,
the police and the welfare system
guilty along with the
corporations of promoting
poverty.

Coolidge Speaks

Coolidge, leader of the
Hopkins Coalition Against South
African Apartheid, which
sponsored the forum, confined
her remarks to the subject of
Hopkins' investments in
companies doing business wiht
South Africa.

The Coalition is pushing for
divestment by Hopkins of its
$18.9 million worth of stocks in
these companies. In the
"Hopkins Report", prepared last
Spring by members of the
Coalition, good rates of return on
investments are cited as a prime
reason for the U.S. involvement
in South Africa. Some of the
firms cited include I.B.M.,
General Motors, Exxon and
Phillips Petroleum.

Films Screened

Two very interesting films,
"Last Grave At Dimbaza" and
"Rising Tide", were shown.

Although the forum was billed
as dealing solely withapartheid,
several tables set up in the back
of the Great Hall reflected the
many views of the leftist groups

which had come to support the
forum. Pamphlets such as "The
Gay Question -- A Marxist
Appraisal", and "Counter -
Revolution in Czechoslovakia"
caught the eye, as well as Equal
Rights Amendment literature
scattered amongst the Marxist

, newspapers.
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Hot Spot For Bikes
The north portico of the

Milton S. Eisenhower Library os
the scene of many bike thefts on
campus, according to Director of
Campus Security Major Robert
Larkin. From January through

June of this year, he said, there
were 140 cases of larceny and 13
cases of burglary. Most were
easily preventable, because they
were caused in large part by
student carelessness.

Humanities Majors

Fall Engineers In
BY ELAINE PIZZO

The 1978 freshman class
contains significantly fewer
Humanities majors than last
year's, and a greater number of
Engineering area majors.

Director of Admisions Glenn
Thomas offered several reasons
for these shifts. "First of all,
more people are going into
Engineering. There are more jobs
in the field, with higher salaries.
Many Humanities graduates are
faced with few jobs and low
pay."

According to Thomas, the
reestablishment of a separate
School of Engineering last April
led to the rise in Engineering

Two Projects Near Completion
BY ADRIENNE GROSSMAN

Both the Mudd Hall and the
Memorial Gate construction
projer• s are on the verge of
completion, according to

University Director of Plant
Management Bill Compbell.

Seeley G. Mudd Hall, a biology
building on the north side of
campus, will be ready for use
within six to eight weeks. It has
been planned since 1974, but
construction was delayed until
January of 1977 due to lack of
funds. A 1976 gift from the
Seeley G. Mudd fund is
subsidizing the entire proji.ct at a
total cost of 4.4 million dollars.
The Robert Merrick Memorial

Gate will be an entranceway at
the south end of campus. It
should be finished in less than six
weeks. Merrick, who donated the
funds for the project also gave
the University its existing
entranceway on Charles Street.
Merrick received both his
undergraduate and graduate
degrees at Johns Hopkins. Hi

• along with and inscription
reading: "May all who pass
through these walls be grateful to
those who have made Johns
Hopkins a great institution of
world renown."
Another building project,

Baltimore Art Museum.s
Sculpture Garden is still in the

• planning stages. Ann Harper, the
Museum' Director for

Administration, said it would be
at least two years before actual
construction begins. Renovation
of the museum itself and the
construction of a new wing have
higher priority, she said.
The planned Sculpture Garden

will hold the works from the
Wurtzburger collection of
modern sculpture.

Workers Study Better
(CPS)

Maybe if you want to get
better grades, you should get a
job making hamburgers at the
corner restaurant. In any case,
start working. A recent study
found that students working
part-time jobs under work-study
programs get better grades than
their non-working peers.
The study, conducted by the

University of Texas-Austin's
Financial Aid Office, indicated
that both undergraduate and
graduate working students
averaged anywhere from .06 to

.1 I grade points higher than
non-working students on
financial aid, and than the
general student body. UT's study
results, moreover, were about the
same as other such studies
conducted nationwide, added
Ben Stough, Associate Director
of financial aid at UT.

Stough speculated that the
higher GPA's might have
something to do with work-study
students laboring as research or
lab assistants in their field of
study, thus giving them more
experience and knowledge.

applications. The Administration
predicted last spring that class
size would remain the same, and
that increased enrollment in
Engineering would be balanced
by a drop in pre-medical majors.
However, the decrease has been
in the Humanities.

Humanities Publicized

"The quality of the
Humanitie-, program at Hopkins
is not widely recognized,"
Thomas said. "This year we are
conducting a newspaper
campaign to bring before the
public aspects of The University
that it often doesn't see--work
being done by students and
faculty in the
Humanities." The Class of
1982, chosen from among some
3300 applicants, represents a
"typical spread" geographically.
Its 575 members come from 34
states, the Virgin Islands, Puerto
Rico, and include 15 foreign
students.

No Minority Quotas

Approximately 10.3% of the
new freshmen have minority
status. According to Thomas,
Hopkins follows a minority
admissions program not unlike
that reported in a recent Harvard
study. "Race• per se is not a
criterion for admission. Yet race
may be taken into account
provided our academic standards
are met. A high level of academic
achievement is still the most
important factor at Johns
Hopkins." Thomas added that
women are not considered
separately from men as a
minority in the admissions
process.
The scholastic rank of this

year's freshman class is
impressive. Nearly 90% graduated
in the top fifth of their high
school class; 73% were in the;top
tenth.
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Divestment Non-Issue
The recent attempts to persuade the University to shift

its investment portfolio away from corporations with

holdings in South Africa are foolish. They represent a

confused effort by a relatively small group of people to

create a protest issue where none really exists.
In the first place, the move to divest would be utterly

ineffectual in its tangible consequences. The proportion of
Hopkins-held stock in huge multinational corporations such
as IBM or General Motors is so small that .its sale would
have no effect on the policies of the corporation; the price
of such stocks would not fall significantly on the New York
Exchange. Neither would bond prices be affected. The
shares actually have more potential to influence corporate
decisions when they are owned by the University, when

they can at least be voted in stockholders' meetings.
Even supposing that divestment could result in some shift

of corporate holdings away from South Africa, it would still

be misdirected as a tool for opposing the South African

regime. U.S. based firms are much more inclined than

white- ownedmative corporations to train blacks and to give

them responsible jobs. It is further doubtful that economic

tactics are the best or even desirable means for improving

the situation. South Africa is one of the soundest places in

the world in which to invest; it will be able to generate

capital somewhere. Blacks in South Africa are economically
better off, on the average, than those in many other African

nations. What they lack are individual rights and liberties of

a political nature. Such issues are moot in any case, since

divestment would have few if any real effects.
In its substance, the call for elimination of Johns

Hopkins' holdings in companies with holdings in South

Africa urges a strictly symbolic gesture of opposition to the

current government there. A grandstand play, pure and

simple. But who that matters is out there watching? No

one. The energy and attention should not be wasted, not
when there are problem issues like tuition, the curriculum,

and student housing waited to be resolved in the real

Homewood world.

Committee Lethargy
In the last few months, some important groups of faculty

and administrators have proven remarkably slow-moving.
The committee to study the distribution of recent and
future faculty cutbacks, chaired by Dr. Jack Greene, was
formed in April. It has yet to present its recommendation
to the President. Dr. Muller announced plans to institute a
study and revision of the curriculum in the spring of 1977.
Amazingly, over a year later, the review committee still
hasn't even been together in the same room. Cynics who
claim this torpor .to be nothing more than the normal
bureaucratic torpor of a large corporate body should
consider this. The dinosaurs, too, were ponderous. See how
they ended up?

f:

Should
No
Realities
Must Be
Considered

BY DAN WILE

Americans love simple
solutions. The more dangerously
complex the problem, the
simpler is the solution proposed.
Such is the case with South

African apartheid divestment in
corporations that operate in the
Republic. Divestment designed to
pressure these companies to sell

their holdings and, in turn, to

force the ASA to liberalize its
racial policies would be wrong

for both practical and moral

reasons.
It is a highly dubious

assumption that threatened or

actual investment by even all

universities would cause the
corporations to get out of South
Africa or to freeze investment.
Markets and conditions for
investment there are simply too
favorable, and University-held
blue chip stocks on the New York
Stock Exchange would be bought
quickly.

Suppose, however, that the
universities did have such clout.
Investment in South Africa
would still continue, albeit less

directly. Today it is as true as
ever that supply and demand are
far more powerful forces than
mere political differences. A
multinational might simply
transfer its South African
holdings to one of its foreign
branches (e.g. General Motors'
West German Opel division).
Businessmen might form holding

companies in such receptive
countries as Malawi, Lesotho,

and Swaziland. Americans would

invest in these African firms,

which would, in turn, invest in

South Africa.
Let us suppose, however, that

we could plug these loopholes,

another doubtful assertion.

American investment is too small

1 To the Editor:
"Conversations with..." is a

new lunchtime series offered by

the M. Carey Thomas Women's

Center for all women of the

Hopkins community.

Each month, someone
knowledgeable about one of a

wide range of topics will be on

hand to discuss her work and

answer questions. Among the

subjects we hope will be of

interest to both staff and

students are health care, child

care, safety on and off campus,

domestic abuses, and planning

Hopkins
a portion of existing foreign

capital (15% or $1.5 billion) for

its removal to have much effect.

Britain is the principal holder,

and her ever-ailing economy is
too dependent on South Africa's
wealth to make divestment
practicable. Furthermore,
existing South African market
and currency regulations and
conditions make divestment
prohibitively unprofitable.
One may see Vie futility of

divestment more clearly if the
practice is viewed as a mild form

of economic sanction. Divestment
is not a trade boycott, a more
severe sanction which South
Africa could survive, albeit
uncomfortably. Though the
Republic ,is an underdeveloped
country in many respects, she
possesses both the modern
industrial facilities (especially in

the Witwatersrand) and the
governmental and financial
infrastructures which ensure that

South Africans or foreigners

could take over existing
American holdings. The
Republic's future growth does

depend to a major degree on

continued foreign investment,

admits Harry Oppenheimer, a

longtime foe of the government

and chairman of the

Anglo-American corporation, the

country's largest firm and the

leading mining house. For a time,

growth rates might slow or there

could be a recession. However,

the very strong and adaptable

economy would probably be

nowhere near collapse, as I

learned this summer during my

travels through the country.
The prospect of a recession

would not bring social cha ige;

instead, as Oppenheimer

correctly notes, the opposite

might take place. In 'The

Economist, Oppenheimer writes

that the government would

"tighten its control over the flow

of blacks from rural areas to the

towns for the simple reason that

underemployment in rural areas

is judged to be less likely to cause

social unrest than massive

cont. on p. 5

Divest.
Yes 
Pressure
Needed
For Chang
BY JACKIE COOLIDGE

The Johns Hopkins University
Coalition Against South African
Apartheid (CASAA) has brought
to this university the nationwide
campaign of churches,
labor-unions, cities, and
institutions of higher learning to
divest of stock links with the
Republic of South Africa.

CASAA's campaign is based on
two major arguments: one moral,
and the other tactical. It is
CASAA's position that it is
morally wrong to earn money or
to profit from the racist
apartheid system in South Africa.
Apartheid is the legal separation
of the races; a system under
which a 15% white minority rules
over an 85% majority made up of
Blacks, mixed race "Coloreds"
and Asians.
The long range tactical

argument recognizes that change
will occur in South Africa only
under intense pressure. Blacks in
South Africa seeking basic
human rights have no legal
recourse under apartheid. Law is
based on race in white South
Africa, and Blacks are considered
aliens with no legal rights.

Each and every black in South
Africa is assigned to live in a
particular "Bantustan". The
Bantustans are reservations,
severely overcrowded parches of
sterile land that amount to 13%
of South Africa's land.
Assignment to one's particular
Ban tustan is based on
government definitions of
"tribal" background. They are
incapable of supporting current
papulations (which were forcibly
uprooted from elsewhere), much
less the official "assigned"
populations. All able bodied

cont. on p. 5

letters to the
for the future.
On Thursday, October 5th, we

present a "Conversation with

Joan Thim," nurse-practitioner at
the University Health Service.

She will describe her work and
talk about health care options
both on and off campus that are
available to students and staff.
She will also discuss how to
decide on the quality of health
care.
On November 2nd, the second

in our series will be a
"Conversation with Pam
Hutper," past president of the

editor
Baltimore chapter of NOW

In addition to these special
monthly gatherings, the Great
Hall of Levering will be open
every Thursday, beginning
September 21st, from 11:30 a.m.
to 2 p.m. for all Hopkins women
to bring their ideas, questions
and lunch. The monthly
Conversations will begin at about
noon.

If you are interested in
formulating Women's Center
activities, please bring your lunch
to the Great Hall of Levering on

cont. on p. 6'vs
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slowdown, for South Africa is
the principal supplier of trade
goods, services, and capital to
even the most ardent of Front
Line states. Mozambican soldiers
on the Rhodesian border eat
rations canned in South Africa,
and South Africans run
Mozambique's railways. The
Republic helps Mozambique in
an even more important way.
South Africa pays in South
African Rand 40% of the wages
of Mozambicans who work ii
South African mines. She pays
the remainder ,in gold, to the
Mozambique's government,
which pays the workers in local
currency. This strengthens both
Mozambique's currency and her
foreign trade.

More investment rather than
less would be the most effective
means to erode apartheid.
Accelerated economic growth
would increase the shortage of
skilled workers and force
companies to train blacks to fill
these positions. Before most job
reservation laws were recently
lifted, many firms were illegally
putting blacks in skilled jobs.
Anglo-American has announced
that heaceforth, race will not be
used as a criterion in determining
wages or promotions.
Anglo-American will also allow
senior black workers to live with
their families in mine villages or
adjoining townships. In the past
the former would live in single
sex hostels and the latter would
be left iA the homelands. This
measure in effect begins the
erosion of the migratory work
system, and weakens the policy
of separate development. Because
of mining's importance to the
economy, other industries might
adopt similar practices. More jobs
and higher wages will through the
multiplier effect benefit the rest
of the non-white community.To
prevent labor exploitation, the
United States might require or
encourage companies to adopt
institute policies like those of
Anglo-American or the Sullivan
principles.
The next ten years will be

crucial for South Africa and the
world. America faces a difficult
and delicate task in her role as
the only great power in search of
a moral and pragmatic foreign
policy that will promote peace,
human rights and the security of
the West. It is our historical duty

to accept this challenge and to
combat the Soviet bloc's
interference in the affairs of
African peoples. To apply mere
political snake oil to an infected
and potentially dangerous
wound would constitute the
most tragic betrayal of this trust.

The Debate: Divestment Pro And Con
cont. from p. 4

adults, just to support the family,
leave to work in the white areas
if they can, leaving the crippled,
the aged, and children to wait for
their money. Half the children
born here die of malnutrition
before the age of five.

It is the ultimate goal of
apartheid to grant these
reservations nominal
"independence". White South
Africa would no longer have to
support these reservations,
allowing the economic conditions
to worsen further; but should
retain control over their
"defence" , "security", and
foreign relations.

All blacks over 16 years of age
must carry with them a
"passbook" regulating where
they can be, when they can be
there, and what they can do
while they're there. Blacks are
allowed off their Bantustans for
one reason only: to serve whites.

Blacks who have jobs in the
white areas are confined
primarily to unskilled jobs,
receiving wages that are usually
below the government defined
"poverty datum line". In the
mines, for instance, whites earn
16 times the black wage. No
black can hold a position above
whites. Whites cannot be
replaced by blacks. Under South
African legal definitions, blacks
are not even recognized as
"employees". Blacks may not
engage in collective bargaining
and may not join white labor
unions. Blacks are not entitled to
job security.

Blacks working in white areas
must live in government-run
black ghettoes ringing the cities.
They may not own their own
home, and may be evicted by the
government at any time. Blacks
living in these ghettoes have no
right to bring their families to
live with their families.
Education is free and

compulsory for whites in South
Africa. Blacks must pay for an
inferior education designed to
prepare them for their role in
life: to serve whites.

Blacks are denied the vote
in white South Africa. They may
not form political parties and

may not join white political
parties. Any political activity the
government thinks is
"subversive" is banned. Under a
vast array of "security laws",
black dissidents may be arrested
and detained indefinately
without a trial. Scores of black

p risO n e rs mysteriously while
in detention. The South African
government invariably labels
these deaths "suicides", but
every impartial investigation has
proven that these black political
prisoners were actually beaten to
death by police.

The white South
Africans insist that South Africa
is theirs, that apartheid must
reign forever, and that blacks can
never have rights in white South
Africa. Whites in that country
have one of the highest standards
of living in the world. They have
nd plans to change an9 ofthe
fundamentals of apartheid unless
and until they have no other
choice.

Blacks in South Africa have
tried peaceful strikes and
demonstrations. Government
response has always been to call
out the troops: in 1960 at
Sharpeville, police killed at least
65 unarmed blacks who were
burning their passbooks. In 1976,
in Soweto, over 300 unarmed
black students were killed during
demonstrations agianst inferior
education.

Internal pressure in the form
of unrest and even riots is
growing in South Africa. By all
indications, this pressure will
continue to build up against the
whites' absolute refusal to yield.
The danger of racial
confrontation, chaos,and more
bloodshed is high now and
growing. The more we can apply
pressure on the outside--simply
by withdrawing current
American support for apartheid,
the less internal pressure will be
needed to bring the system to an
end.

Currently operating diplomatic
ties and cultural co-operation can
be terminated and this will serve
to isolate South Africa. More
concretely, American
investments in South Africa,
amounting to over $1.5
billion--inflating their GNP,
supporting the whites' standard
of living, adding diversity, giv-
ing advanced technical
know-how, and needed foreign
exchange--can also be terminate.
Ending economic co-operation
with South Africa will weaken
their system ' economic viability
and ability to resist the forces of
change coming from the Black
majority within. It might help
force the white South Africans
into allowing the changes that
must take place, one way or
another, before its too late to be
done with reletive peace.
Many people insist that

withdrawing U.S. investments
from South Africa would hurt
the blacks. But black
unemployment of blacks is a
little over 1%. The loss of wages
that are below the "poverty
datum line" will not be a huge
loss to the blacks. Black leaders
and members of the popular
resistence movements: the
African National Congress, the
Pan-Africanist Congress, the
Black Peoples' Convention, the
South African Students'
Association, the Black
Consciousne-s Movement, and
the Soweto Students'
Representative Council being the
most prominent of these, say
that the system of apartheid and
the whites' standard of living
would be hurt far mare than the
blacks by dive Ament. They also
say that the "Sullivan Principles"
of many U.S. corporations in
South Africa (a commitment to
"equal pz fpr equal work",
"special. training programs" for
blacks, and integration of "eating
and other facilities") are
meaningless as whites are
guarranteed the skilled jobs and
the high pay that goes with them.
The Sullivan Principles,
well intentioned though they may
be, are totally ineffective in the
face of South African labor law
and custom that prevent blacks
from advancing rattivie to
whites.

The task is to get U.S.
corporations to stop investing in
South Africa and to dismantle
existing inve tments. Churches,
labor unions, city-councils, and
universities (U. of Wisconsin and
U. Mass at Amherst have already
done so) by divesting their
hundreds of millions of dollars
can make these corporations
reconsider the investments in
question. Major international
financial institutions, such as the
World Bank, recognizing the
impending crisis in South Africa,
have already declared the
country a site of high risk for
long-term investment. Indeed,
the trend these days is shifting
more and more to loans, as

opposed to direct investments
with which there is more to
lose.
The time has now come for

Johns Hopkins', as with other
universities, foundations and
churches, to face the unpleasant
fact that not only are we
supporting apartheid with our
investments but we are also
drawing a handsome profit form
the continued existence of
apartheid. Exactly how much 9r
how little our single portfolio
aids apartheid may be a useful
question, but it tends to cloud a
much more central issue - namely
our individual and collective
responsibility. More specifically,
we must squarely face and
answer the fundamental question
of whether gaining a profit from
the maintenance of the brutally
repressive form of
State-sanctioned (and operated)
racism, known as apartheid, is
consistent with the moral
principles upon which this
institution was established.
The task of building a New

South Africa is not our direct
responsibility, it must primarily
be accomplished by all of the
people of South Africa together.
As investors in apartheid we do
however, face a direct
responsibility. We must decide
whether or not we with to
continue, our assistance in
blocking a New South Africa by
protecting our profit and casting
our lot with the "Old" South
Africa. This is the basic question
upon which our attention, and
our conscience, must now focus.

cont. from p. 4

unemployment in the cities."
The industrialist continues to

say that any social change at all
would result from violence (i.e., a
revolution). As any insurrection
escalated, however, the
government would apply more
brutal police tactics. The already
onerous bureaucracy of the
Department of Plural
Administration would become
still more arbitrary and
insensitive. Millions of blacks,
Coloreds, and Indians would
suffer grievously, and unwillingly
especially because a successful
revolution would be at best a

painfully protracted conflict. As
the Afrikaners drew into their
laager in preparation for a racial
Armageddon, they too would
have to forego many comforts.
However, suffering and sacrifice
are essential elements of the
Afrikaner culture, which matured
in the Great Trek and the
Anglo-Boer War. The Afrikaners
believe that they are the Chosen
People and that their survival
amidst hardship is proof of their
Election. Furthermore, South
Africa has a broad-based and
highly sophisticated defense
industry (with, in the near
future, the capacity to make jet
fighters) as well as a well-trained
and highly efficient defense and
security force. She has proven
that she 'las no qualms about
using them.

Thus, bringing about change
by deliberately and
indiscriminately increasing the
sufferiag of those whom that
change is supposed to benefit is
the height of immorality. Those
who advocate such measures
reveal either an insidious
insensitivity towards the future
of their supposed brothers or a
terrifying naivete about South
African politics. The probable
failure of divestment would also
erode the credibility of American
efforts at peaceful change and
strengthen the resolve of both
the 'hardline • 'Afrikaners, black
nationalists and the Soviet
Union. Divestment in short is
self-defeating.

Finally, the rest of Africa
would be hurt by an economic
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Letters, More Letters
cont. from p. 4

Thursday, September 21st at
noon.
To the Editor:
On September 7th, thirteen

members of the Committee for
the Conversion of the Applied
Physics Laboratory (CCAPL)
chained shut three entrances to
the Johns Hopkins APL while
employees appeared for work in
the morning. This action came
only after long and serious
struggling for alternative answers.
It was done not as a personal
affront to any worker, but as a
clear and concrete attempt to
slow down the dangerous
military research (recently 80%
of the total budget) done at the
lab. Also, a miniature vegetable
garden was planted alongside the
west lobby as a sign of goodwill
and an attempt to emphasize the
urgent needs for food in our
world.

Since its beginning in 1975,
the Committee has attempted to
establish a relationship with
employees through regular
leafletting, vigilling and
conversing before work. With the
action taken last week, our
message still remains exactly the
same. We ask that the entire
resources of the APL be devoted
to technologies of peace, not of
war--to the development of
systems for human services, not
of human destruction. We call
upon this University as well as
the APL itself to cease work
which is related in any way with

the nuclear arms race.
Relatively little is known

about the APL since the majority
of its work is classified. Since
1942, the lab has developed
many major components of
weapons systems for the U.S.
military establishment, The
University trustees established
the APL as a regular division of
JHU in 1948. Presently, 20% of
the budget goes for non-military
projects. We applaud the strides
in medical research that theAPL
has made; however, their primary
mission as a Federal Contract
Research Center icmains "the
application of advanced science
and technology to the problems
of sophisticated warfare."
The CCAPL has based its

campaign in part on the assertion
that nuclear weapons cannot be
used morally. We believe that
weapons systems such as those
being researched at JHU should
therefore not exist. Our nope for
conversion lies in the power of
non-violence and in the longing
that we all have for a world of
peace--a world free of militarism.
Johns Hopkins involvement in
the missile business continues
with no choice offered to the
JHU population (students,
faculty, staff). Can we afford to
let these deadly military projects
be accepted minus any public
questioning and moral scrutiny?
The CCAPL is currently

meeting bi-weekly in the small
listening room at Levering Hall.
The next meeting is on Monday,
September 18th at 8:00 p.m. All

people are invited.
Gary Kline

for the CCAPL
To the Editor:
Congratulations to the

Graduate Students who left the
Upper Quad as clean, if not
cleaner, after their picnic
Saturday than it was upon their
arrival. This is in sharp contrast
to the condition of the campus a
week ago after a Frosh party.
Newcomers, we're proud of the
appearance of our campus, and
we hope that you'll share this
pride, or at least keep it in mind
at all times during your tenure at
Hopkins.
Sincerely,
Philip E. Hartman
Professor of Biology

Council Committees
cont. from p. 1'

The Election and Student
Services Committee will deal
with such issues as the bank, the
bookstore, and the food services.
It may also concern itself with
consumer and security
information.

Senior Cindy Simon will chair
the Legal Rights Committee,
which will discuss such matters as
the disciplinary code and the
Freedom of Information Act as if
applies to students at Hopkins.
Another new body in the Council
this year is the Committee on
Committees (CCC), headed by
Smith. In addition to selecting
members from the student body,
the CCC will make suggestions to
the committees throughout the
year. It will also smooth out

TEP Sues Brother
cont. from p. 1

of fraternity Viet-Chancellor.
This postrequired his residence at
the fraternity. After losing the
election, Zerivitz moved out of
the house.

Carlson stated that the room
occupied by Zerivitz was no
more disorganized than others in
the house, although Zerivitz was
having troubles living with his
roommate. In regard to the claim
against the meal plan, Carlson
responded that Zerivitz himself
was in charge of arranging the
food service, often procuring
food through his uncle's bakery.

TEP declared that the lawsuit
was its last means of receiving
payment. The fraternity officers
discussed the matter with
Zerivitz and informed his parents
of their intention to sue. Zerivitz
was allowed to address the
fraternity to dissuade its
members.
Members of the fraternity

living in the house are required to
sign similar agreements.
Contracts are voided only when a
member withdraws from the
University. Last year, three
non-TEP members were
tempararily living in the house
without a contract.

problems between members of
different committees. According
to Smith, "Everyone who has the
time and interest will get in a
committee, possibly not his first
choice, but definitely on a
committee."

Housing
cont. from p. 1

Student Council, and possible
several residence assosciations.
ciations.
"In the past, student housing

problems have been dealt with
only sporadically and on a case
by case basis," Puchalski said.
"We are only now dealing with
this in a more coordinated
fashion."
According to Puchalski,

students may anticipate many
housing problems in the future,
including the conversion of
multi-unit buildings into
one-family dwellings and the
closing to undergraduates of such
apartment complexes as the
Charles, the Blackstone, and Ivy
Hall.
The GHCC encourages

students to help form tenant's
associations. Tenants wishing to
start such an organization should
consult the GHCC, which
supplies the supplies the
organizational wherewithal and
staff support. Currently, the
tenant's associations of
University One, the Carlyle, the
Charles, and the Maryland
Apartments are members of the
GHCC.

[EXPRESS YOURSELF!

I COME MONDAY SEPTEMBER 18th AT 7:00 PM,
TO THE GREAT HALL IN LEVERING••••-----mmagiommma

OR CALL JENNY F. A'T 467-6648i

SHAKE YOUR VIEWS
ION TODAY'S ISSUES.
I IN THE NEW
I STUDENT MAGAZINE.
As a community, we are a most powerful

I combination of talent and knowledge.
As a magazine, we will be the broadest spectrum
of opinion on the crucial issues of the day.
We want your thoughts, ideas and articles.

11 Together, Hopkins will want ours.
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Is it crazy to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest line in
town.. .and feel so right in your hand? Is it mad to worship pens with clever
little metal "collars" to keep their plastic points from•getting squishy?

Not if the pen is a Pilot marker pen.
Our Razor Point, at only 69C, gives

the kind of extra-fine delicate line you'll flip
over. And for those times you want a little less
line, have a fling with our fine point
59C Fineliner. It has the will and fortitude to
actually write through carbons.

So, don't settle for a casual relationship.
Get yourself a lasting one, or two, to have
and to hold.. at your college book store.

Pilot Corp. of America, 30 Midland Ave.,
Port Chester, New York 10573.
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fineine marker pens
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Primary Scene 
McCoy Becomes Precinct Poll

For many Hopkins students, seemed to be in their mid to late
forgetting about Tuesday's Maryland t wentie s, some informally
primary elections was just about dressed, others in business suits.
as easy as worrying over their But by far the youngest was a
next exam. Not so for those twelve-year-old boy who fidgeted
students who live in McCoy Hall, on the sofa while waiting for his
a University-owned apartment Mom to come out of the voting
building across the street from booth. "Blair Lee has a good
the campus. The lobby served as chance," he said, parroting
the polling station for conventional wisdom.
Baltimore's 22nd precinct, 12th At eight o'clock a policeman
ward. There the election was in scurried around the room. "Do
full swing with the pamphleteers you agree it's eight o'clock?" he
eager to sell their candidates to asked a group of judges. "Do you
all corners.

Fifteen minutes before the
polls closed, a man standing near
the door commented on the low
voter turnout but had no
explanation for it. A little old
lady working the registration
books had a theory, though.
"There's too much talk about the
candidates and too many
candidates. Everybody and his
brother is running." An election
judge ever since she received a
phone call three years ago, she
labeled Maryland corruption
contagious: "If you don't have
it,you can always catch it."

Another elderly woman had
her own rationale for the low
turnout: "People don't realize
that the people they vote for in
the primaries are the same ones
they'll have to vote for in the
general election." In other words,
November voters may have to
choose between candidates they
did not help select.

Both the old and the young
were there. Most pamphleteers

agree it's eight o'clock?" he
asked another group. "All right,
close your books up," he
concluded.
Johns Hopkins was alto

represented at the polls. Senior
Rik Torgerson, a member of the
JHU Young Democrats, drew on
his pipe and explained that he
wanted to abolish "this crummy
system of late primaries." If the
primaries were in May, more
students would participate, he
claimed.

Evening College Program

X X X X X X X X X X X X

cont. from p. 1

An emphasis on the
Humanities is especially
important in these days of
professional and vocational
education, Dr. Allen said, in
order to keep options open for
students. "They have to learn of
ways to express themselves
besides the slide rule."

Nevertheless, the program can
be of benefit to educators in
non-Humanities fields. One
participant is a math teacher who
intends to use his experience to
humanize the study of
mathematics.
The project was developed by

a consortium of twelve of the
twenty colleges and universities
in the Association for Graduate
Liberal Studies Programs, a group
formed several years ago by

X X X X X

schools with programs for
part-time students. The NEH
selected three of the twelve
schools--Hopkins, Wesleyan, and
Dartmouth--to receive funds to
establish three-year programs to
make Humanities education fit
more closely the needs and
experiences of students.
To qualify for admission to

the program, prospective
students were required to have
attained a bachelor's degree with
at least a B average, or a master's
degree or a doctorate, and to be
ateacher or school administrator
in the Baltimore area. Men and
women already in an MLA or
CASLA program were not given
preference so that segments of
the community that had not
been exposed to the program
could be reached.

X X X

F ESHME /SOPHOMORES
140 MEN AND WOMEN ARE IN ARMY ROTC AT JHU

35 STUDENTS HAVE ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS (PAYS FOR TUITION

BOOKS, LABORATORY FEES, AND PROVIDES $100 A MONTH)

70 STUDENTS ARE RECEIVING $100 A MONTH LIVING ALLOWANCE

X X

FIRST TWO YEARS ARE VOLUNTARY - NO COMMITMENT - NO OBLIGATION

ENROLL NOW - BE ELIGIBLE TO COMPETE FOR AN ARMY

ROTC SCHOLARSHIP

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL CAPTAIN MILLER, 3381474 OR VISIT ROOM 200,

MILITARY SCIENCE BLDG. (LOCATED BEHIND THE GYM)

X X
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final day!
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save $25

on custom-made
rings

Custom features for men Custom features for women

This is the last day of our sale of men's traditional Siladium rings and selected %omen's
10-karat gold rings: The ring you choose is custom-nude for you. You can select many custom
features. This is an unusual opportunity to get a custom-made ring for just $59.95. See our
rings today.
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George Lucas'

First Science

Fiction Great...
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Friday & Saturday Admission: $1.00

September 15 & 16 Seniors: $.75

7:30, 9 & 11 p.m. Shaffer 3
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The New Ambrosia

Sidoecoalk Barcet
(in the Rathskeller.)

MENU
MonOay, 9/18 Spaghetti (meat,

rnaainaaa,cohite clarn,masbaoorn)

TaesOay, 9/19

CaRoei5 Roast Beep

WeeonesOag, 9/20

Caavecl Taakey Brzeast

ThaasOay, 9/21

Caaoecl Roast Beep

FRIOay, 9/22

Battea Dippeo Fish

Sertoing Lancia
11:30 to 2p.m.
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See A Star Soon In The Hopkins Observatory
BY PAUL COOPER

Have you ever noticed that
brick pumphouse beside the
Mudd Biology Building?
Actually, its not a pumphouse or
a public bathroom. It is the
Johns Hopkins University's
astronomical observatory.
Although the term observatory
evokes the image of a domed
building like the Mount Palomar
Observatory or even like the

University Baptist Church, a
dome is unnecessary for a small
telescope like the one here. At
the JHU observatory, simply
slide the peaked roof off on
runners and point the telescope
skyward.
The observatory has been

neglected lately, mainly due to
its poor location. Not only do
the city lights and smog compete
with the stars, but trees have
sprung up around the
observatory, cluttering the skies.
According to Professor Davidsen,

these trees cannot be cut down
because environmentally
protected snail darters are
roosting in them. Now that the
Mudd Biology Building is near to
completion, little sky remains.
Seldom used, the observatory has
fallen into disrepair: its roof sags
and is increasingly difficult to
remove.

Astronomers at Johns Hopkins
have developed alternate means
of studying the skies, but the
introductory astronomy courses-
Professor Scott's Planetary

Astronomy 27.15 and Professor
Davidsen's two courses, 17.111
Introduction to Astronomy for
the Evening College and 17.10
Stars of the Universe- use the
telescope occasionally for the
thrill of seeing stars through a
lens and not just in a photograph.

Last Wednesday night this
reporter accompainied Professor
Davidsen's Evening College class
to the observatory.On the way
we paused in the soft, white
moonlight to look up at the
Summer Triangle whose stars-
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Vega, Altair, and.Deneb- glittered
sharply in the pellucid night.
Inside the observatory, Dr.
Davidsen untethered the roof and
a student cranked the winch
which drew the roof off on its
runners.

The telescope, which Henry
Rowland used while he was at
Hopkins, is "right out of Jules
Verne," as Professor James
Walker said. Over 100 years old,
the telescope has all brass
fittings, a 91/2 inch refracting lens,
and a marvelous wind-up drive

that works like a cuckoo clock.
Once the set of weights is
cranked up, the drive rotates the
telescope in compensation for
the Earth's rotation so that
objects will not drift out of the
viewing field of the lens.

After cranking up the drive,
Dr. Davidsen sighted the nearly
full moon in the finding scope,
which is a smaller telescope
attached to the side of the large
telescope permitting rough
adjustment before the final, finer
adjustments are performed on

the larger instrument. The
adjustments made, Dr. Davidsen's eye
sparkled back at the moon and
then, one by one, we did homage
at the ocular: each awed by the
immensity, the concreteness, the
brilliance. Each blotch on the
moon's face resolved itself into a
a plane of craters, and each crater
into a bowl. The depth of the
black void beyond the moon is
breathtaking in a way that a
photograph does not convey.
Anyone who wants to can

experience the telescope for
himself--either by taking one of
the introductory astronomy
courses or, for those who know
how to use a telescope or who
are enthusiastic enough to find
out by going to Professois Walker
or Davidsen and getting a key to
the building. Dr. Davidsen says The
telescope is not hard to use.
Enthusiastic undergraduates have
maintained the telescope in the

past, and Dr. Walker hopes that
future students will do their part,
too, by reporting any breakage.

Davidsen hopes the University
will replace the telescope with
something more modern for
teaching purposes, perhaps with a
16-inch reflecting telescope; he
feels the present one really
belongs at the Smithsonian. It
may be the oldest one of its kind
in use. Besides this antique there
are a number of portable
reflecting telescopes available for
teaching purposes. As far as
research is concerned, Hopkins
professors have sent telescopes
into space which radio data back
to the ground. Currently two
Hopkins professors are working
with NASA to put a 100-inch
reflecting telescope, possibly 50
feet long, into orbit via space
shuttle by 1983. The telescope
would orbit 500 kilometers
above the earth's surface.

Career Advising Session

To Be Sponsored By S.C.

BY PETER CINQUEGRANI

The Student Council will
sponsor a career advising period
October 3rd-5th in the Glass
Pavilion.

During the three-day program,
speakers from professions such as
law, banking, medicine,
journalism, podiatry, and public
health will appear. They will
discuss the paths they followed
to embark on their current
careers, and will outline the
actual duties of their jobs.
Another topic for discussion will
be non-educational preparations
which are usefuLinyarious
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careers.
Several speakers from each

field will appear. Specialists in
taxes, civil law and maritime law
will represent the legal
profession. The sessions are to be
as informal as possible, according
to Student Council President
George Connolly. The informal
sessions will include question and
answer periods, and refreshments
will be served.
The idea for the event, the

first of its kind at JHU,
originated with Connolly. He
criticized existing University
placement services for their
failure to promote student
awareness of career problems and
options. He has worked closely
with several faculty members,
including Social Relations
Professor Dr. Holland, a careers
and vocation expert.

Connolly has contacted several
Deans and academic department
heads in ah dttempt to find
speakers for the program. He said
he expects the alumni to be an
important source of
professionals.

Within six to eight weeks, the
Education Committee of the
Student Council will publish a
Guide to Advising and
Counseling Services available on
campus.
The Guide will also list the

dates and locations of all
professional and graduate school
admissions tests administered in
the area. The booklet, conceived
by Student Council President
George Connolly, will detail
services offered for
personal,academic or career
problems. Information on
freshman counseling, the White
House, placement services,
recommendation committees and
professional or business school
advising groups will also be
included.

There are plans to insert more
pertinent information, such as
how to get a transcript and how
far in advance to request one.



IN DEFENSE OF HO'
BY DANIEL ARCURE

An odd title, I grant you. For what need is
there to defend as large and prestigious an
institution as Johns Hopkins? There is no visible
threat. The University is not on trial. And yet,
the spirit of criticism is in the air. Our most
hallowed moments, our cherished traditions, fall
like so many weeds before the scythe. Truth has
become a negative entity, something grudgingly,
cynically admitted. These values we defend are
upheld at the cost of credulity. And the only
moral judgments we may venture are as to what is
wrong. Before such a mentality much good
has been swept away. Achievement, discipline,
the individual will, have been shelved, boxed and
dated, as though irrelevent to our technical,
collective society. The desire to forever go one's
own way, once admirable, now rests securely in a
file marked "deviance." Even primary education
has fallen beneath the persistent hand of
collective-minded reformers. A child's
understanding of himself and his classmates ranks
equally, or above, his understanding of the
material. The invasion of our grammar schools by
psychologists attests to this. Equality has been
deified, and everything is now decided by a vote.

Higher education has not, could hot, go

'Sex and drugs, two
of the pleasures and

curses of students, are

to them divinities, or

at least rituals in the

worship of a self-

effacing decadence.
unscathed. In the tumult of the Sixties
democracy replaced reason, and the uneducated
entered the decision-making process. And so, in
defense of Johns Hopkins, as it was intended, as
it had been, and as it may still be, if we hold
strongly enough to what remains. Education first
and foremost; we may agree on that. But the
problem is unsettled; below the surface of the
abstraction conflicts exist. Education of what
sqrt? Education for whom? These are the
questions which puzzle and divide. The matter, as
always, centers on priorities. What we have may
be judged only by the standard of what we want,
and the reasons for our desires explored.
My prejudices, therefore, before proceeding. I

believe in, or value highly, what has traditionally
been called a Classical education: History,
Philosophy, Languages, Literature, Mathematics,
Science and Art. It is the stuff of civilization. I do
not demand relevance insofar as no meaning
applied to the word has discredited any member
of my list. I do not crave practicality, which may
be defined as a direct aid to securing
employment. With but four years dedicated
almost exclusively to educating myself all other
goals become secondary. I must confess here my
chances of acquiring the education I desire are
slim. Squandered opportunity and misdirection

have stolen half of my allotted time. But I know
what I have missed, and I speak of education as a
poor man speaks of wealth.
To return to the matter at hand. Which values

that I cherish are threatened by the endless
criticism directed towards the University by my
fellow students and some non-students? The
right, first of all, to be educated by those whose
knowledge and insight I respect, and whom I
trust as educated men. Much has been made of
the lack of student influence on fundamental
aspects of their education. This is as it should be.
Whatever the errors of a surgeon, it is lunacy to
correct" his mistakes by placing the scalpel in the
hands of other patients. So first, a postulate:
curriculum decisions to be made by the faculty. I
am aware that this flies in the face of the current
trend, toward student power, toward
democratization of the educational process. But
it is trends such as this which I perceive as
threats. Democracy is best left to politics and
social clubs, and in the former case it must be
restricted. Majority rule has no place in
education.
Second, more academic requirements are needed.
We will learn if we must. But study is best when
habitual. The faculty ought to force the habit on
us. In this respect I envy the Sciences. The
growth in understanding required as one moves.
from introductory science and mathematics
courses to the more advanced theories, is readily
grasped. The foundation must be
well-constructed. But in the Humanities the
situation appears different. We can all read, and
we may grasp most ideas with effort. But the
development from ancient to medieval to modern
thought seems less than necessary.We deceive
ourselves. For anyone not acquainted with what
came before, modern literature is an endless
process of going back. I offer the example of C.P.
Snow, who moved from nuclear physics to write
novels. We would be amazed to hear of a novelist
turned physicist. The latter would have too much
to learn.

Finally,to the student no quarter shall be
given. Either out of consideration or contempt it
has become possible to ease through college while
expending but a portion of our mental energies.
It is a great tragedy that a graduate of Johns
Hopkins may remain uneducated. In a similar
vein is the use of incompletes; they are far too
common and cheat those students who rush to
complete their work in the allotted time.
Likewise the date for picking up new courses is
far too late in the semester.

These are my preferences, such as may be
briefly expressed, defining the position from
which I defend. As for the critics--it seems their
unofficial credo is that the life of a student at
Johns Hopkins and "real life" are mutually
exclusive. This is impossible to support as the
latter is beyond definition while the former may
be defined differently for each student. But the
critics have something more specific in mind. Life
at Hopkins is, they argue, protected from the
economic and political insecurities of normal life.
The campus is a haven, a substitute womb even,
within which students may pursue their studies
without so much as a glance at the problems and
upheavals in their nation: Hardly a serious
criticism, as students are free to participate if
they so desire. If many forego participation it
may be on account of their satisfaction with the
status quo, or a feeling that politics, and
large-scale social change are serious matters, to be
best undertaken by educated individuals. The
walls will not fall before I graduate, so I postpone

entry into the fray. Of course, if one holds, with
most critics of the University, that the societal
status quo is unjust and oppressive, such
indifference, even if temporary, is anathema.

Psychologically this may explain the repeated
charges that Hopkins students are apathetic.Many
of the critics are self-professed revolutionaries,
and the revolutionary mind exists, thrives on,
crisis. We all know how irritating it is, in the
midst of our crises, to be met with indifference.
So the appellations foisted on the student body

are a kind of self-justification for the critics.
There is another aspect to the distinction

drawn between Hopkins and the "real world."
Life at the Univeisity is considered another
Garden of Eden, a paradise to be found nowhere
else. The cocoon-like protection afforded the
students is, we are told, conducive to happiness,
or at least security, both of which are less
attainable by the workers who must struggle to
meet their needs. Granted, Hopkins affords many
students a life of leisure. But many students are
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from working homes,and others must work to
support themselves at school. These people taste
a good deal of that other world the critics regard
as real.

Therefore, I do not accept the notion that life
at Hopkins is "out of touch." Here there is love,
there is loneliness, spite, envy, jealousy, truth and
courage. There are students looking past work to
parties. There are lies and deceit, there are
marriages and suicides. And how can a place
where the girls with large breasts worship thinness

while the slim ones decry their lack of physical
endowment, be anything but real? And if the
su fering outside the gates seems to some of
gre ater consequence, I repeat that it depends on
one's view. For my part the loss of a job in our
society will never cause the misery that attends
the loss of curiousity in a student.
Enough, then, with the false dichotomy. Johns

Hopkins is a part of the world. A unique part,

definitely, but that is not without reason. If it is
to remain unique, if its position is not to be

confused with that of a political institution (a
mistaken, and ultimately dangerous confusion)
we must defend what is special about it. Some
charge that Johns Hopkins is run as any other
capitalist institution, that an efficient use of
funds takes precedence over a more beneficial
use. The benefits, we are told, should be to the
society as a whole. I agree. But in my view our
society, our culture, benefits most from a large
pool of educated men and women, the creation
of which is the first priority of our schools.
Something in the charges of the critics amuses me
here. There has been a great clamor over the loss
of faculty for economic reasons. Yet, at the same
time, the Administration is castigated for
investing University funds in corporations tied, in
the eyes of many, to unjust governments. Let us
be consistent. If we wish to avoid the loss of good
faculty (and we do), and if it requires financial
soundness to attract good faculty members (and
it does), then we ought to support efforts by the
Administration to secure the economic base of
the University. But lo! The very people who
scream for the maintenance of faculty are up in
arms over foreign investments. What can this
mean but that we are faced with a case which
cuts both ways; either choice is painful. And yet
the critics blame the University administration.
The conflict apparently discredits any critic who
tries to hold both to an educational and a social
ideal.
But there exists a group which has managed to

reconcile the seemingly conflicting parts of the
problem. These people are, simply, anti-system. If
our society were overhauled, they tell us, the
contradiction would disappear. It is only in a
capitalist country that education must give way
to sound investment, or social justice in Africa to
education here. For them, ultimately, I have no
certain reply. Their faith in the future grants
them a liberty of speculation my short sight does
not allow.

This leaves
outlook and style may be termed cynical. As
these critics have had, for the two years I have
been in attendance at Hopkins, access to and
control of the major vehicle for University news,
their influence has been enormous. They direct,
towards the school and its environs, endless barbs
of criticism masking their deep-seated contempt,
which in turn masks their individual insecurities.
They betray their position by championing that
which offends the general sense of good taste.
Sex and drugs, two of the pleasures and curses of
students, are to them divinities, or at least rituals
in the worship of a self-effacing decadence.
These people speak, should an audience appear,
of freedom, of not committing oneself too
completely, and of "coming to an
understanding." Their empty, egotistical chatter
abounds in rooms and hallways, every so often
making an appearance in the classroom. Like the
self-proclaimed artists of Henry James they live
for nothing but the stance they take. All of life is
reduced to distinctions in style. Emotions have
no place in their universe.They worship
the paradox. What begins as a contradiction in
the language is raised to the level of utmost
profundity. "All paradoxes are true," they chirp,
with a gleam in their eye delivering far more
information than the words they utter.

These people ultimately caricature themselves,
as ethnic organizations often do, when seized
with the desire to assert their ethnicity. Their
final goal, one might suppose, is to drain life of
all content, and render it ridiculous, as it appears
to their tainted imaginations. I can forsee one

for comment the critics whose

such person stepping off a ten-story building
because "death is an idea" and "ideas are
products of the mind." But the pavement will
contradict his assertion.

So we have come full circle, from a question of
values to nihilism. What then have we left to
consider? Possibilities only, perhaps an instance
or two. What have I defended? A university, for
sure. But more substantially, an idea. That the
university is a place, first and foremost, designed
to educate the young has been my contention.
Fear has no place in such an institution. He who
is embarrassed by failure must learn to accept it,
to learn from it. But the fear should not be
catered to.The students who enter here are not so

'Much has been made
of the lack of student

influence on
fundamental aspects
of their education.

This is as it should be.'
bad as some professors suppose, nor are they as
intelligent as they themselves imagine. If forced
to learn, they will. And having learned, perhaps
they will grow to love learning. Their opinions
must be respected, but only those about which
they have thought. The rest,culled from books or
persons, designed to give them a position on a
subject about which they know little, ought to be
discarded.

If I may, in closing, venture a criticism of my
own, it is for the acceptance, by the faculty, of
sub-standard work. Students have not grown less
intelligent; only less educated. This ought to be
rectified, not reinforced, by the courses at
Hopkins.
The greatest burden, of course, falls on the

student's shoulders. It is he who must, in the

words of Ezra Pound, "INSIST on knowing." But
he cannot succeed alone. Ever-present to tempt
him is the pressure for distinction which
nourishes his ego and later, after graduation, may
support him materially. But this is a problem for
individuals, as the practical solution beckons only
so much as we uphold the values which underlie
it. The real problem circles back to the values
themselves. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Daniel Arcure is a Junior from Morris Plains,
New Jersey, who has recently seen the light and
changed his major back to English. The
News-Letter would welcome more
thought-provoking essays of similar (or longer)
length.
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Looking For Ms. Goodwoman
BY CHRISTINE STUTZ

The era of the so-called "women's film" (brief as it
was) brought us movies such as "The Turning Point,"
"One Sings, the Other Doesn't," and "Julia," and gave us
the stars Diane Keaton and Jill Clayburgh. In iriany
respects the portrayal of the contemporary woman is
infinitely more realistic today than it was when Doris Day
and Sandra Dee were making pictures; yet even today's
"new woman" in film is subject to the same moral
scrutiny that plagued her predecessors. This is exhibited
no more clearly than in Richard Brooks' film "Looking
for Mr. Goodbar."

Theresa Dunn, the heroine, is sweet and idealistic, and
teaches deaf children. She was raised in a very strict
Catholic home by a weak mother and a tyrannical father
who spends more time cheering on the Fighting Irish than
caring for her. Scoliosis victimized her back muscles as a
child, leaving her with a slight limp and a long scar down
her back from a childhood operation. She blames her
father for marrying and having children when he knew he
carried the gene for the disease. An abrupt end to a rather
one-sided love affair with her English professor sends
Terry into a deep depression which she attempts to sooth
with booze, sex and drugs. She finds herself in many grim
situations, not the least of which is her own murder by an
overnight companion on New Years' Eve.

But where, we ask, is the "new woman," this cinematic
heroine of the seventies? This is nothing but "Valley of
the Dolls" with a disco beat. Or is it? In the hands of

filmmaker Richard Brooks, it is. But in the original form,

the best-selling novel by Judith Rossner, it is much more
than that. It is a shocking, but nevertheless sensitive
portrayal of a young woman who, like so many of us,

happened to get lost.
Brooks would like for us to see Theresa as a willful,

hedonistic brat who deserved exactly what she got- and

more. He shows us very little of her pain, her ambivalence

about leaving home, her deep-rooted dislike for- and fear

of- men. The sex scenes- especially the first, when she
loses her virginity- were directed and acted so as to depict

Terry as a passionate, highly responsive woman who just
can't get enough. Yet in reality, Theresa is insecure about
sex and uses it as a means of easing her loneliness and
feeling of inadequacy, and as a device to hurt men,
towards whom she feels bitter anger and resentment.
When she first encounters drugs there is little or no
evidence of disapproval, and Brooks makes no attempt to
explain how Terry becomes involved with these people or
how she feels about these situations.

In Rossner's novel, however, we are drawn much more
deeply into Terry's mind and motivations. We understand
her every thought and feeling; so much so, in fact, that

Diane Keaton in Looking for Mr. Goodbar

very little that she does surprises us. We know her so well,

and what's more, like her so much, that it is not until well

into the novel that we really become aware of the

complete character transformation that has taken place.

So gradual is her metamorphosis, and so sympathetis is

Rossner's treatment of her, that it is virtually impossible

to find fault with this poor, miserable creature whose

biggest weakness is that she needs love.
Yet from the very first, Brooks sets out to paint Terry

as a "bad girl." Before she's even left home, she is

popping Valium and seducing her (married) professor. Her

attempts to leave home precipitate fights and much

gnashing of teeth, while in the novel it is basically a

simple economic decision. She paints her new apartment

dark brown (not bright yellow, as in the novel) and is

shown there at night repeatedly, sulking in somber

vastness, perched alone atop her yawning double bed. Her
encounters with men are clod, desperate, even brutal at

times. The men themselves are insulting and vulgar. She

pursues Tony with a dependence that could be labeled

masochistic. And while even crazy Tony has elements of

charm that endear him to Terry, Brooks totally

obliterates them.
Director Paul Mazursky succeeds where Rossner did,

with "An Unmarried Woman," by offering a glimpse into

the heroine's mind, and by attempting to look fairly at

tile men who have touched her life. While the character of

A Eulogy to Keith Moon

The Who In Concert

Keith Moon, drummer with The Who, died of an

overdose last Thursday in London. He had been an

integral part of the quartet from its conception in the

mid-Sixties through the group's newest album "Who Are

You?" released only a few weeks ago. Personnel changes

are very common among rock groups, but the constancy

of The Who has been an interesting exception. Like most

bands that formed in the mid-Sixties, they first gained

popularity through their live performances. The dynamic

stage presence of each member- Pete Townshend, Roger

Daltrey, John Entwistle and Moon- quickly gave Who

concerts a superior reputation, and the band a huge

following. Concerts by The Who have remained

unparalleled, and it is for this reason that Moon's death

holds such grave implications for the band's future.

Many drummers are more skillful than Keith Moon.

Indeed, most should have little difficulty duplicating his

part in Townshend's compositions. It was hot Moon's

drumming that made him so imporatnt; his personality

was the vital element. In concert, it was the diversity of

style exhibited by the four musicians and their ability to

bounce off each other so well that created such

excitement both on stage and in the audience. Each

seemed totally absorbed in his individual perfromance--

Townshend's leaping chords, Daltrey's whirling mike,

Entwistle's unmoving stance and Moon's general insanity--

and yet each provided a stimulus for the others. The unity

ives validity to the violence of The Who on stage. None

of the band members was more dominant than the others,

and their collective energies made The Who in concert

more powerful and authentic than any other band.

The loss of Keith Moon means the destruction of a

synthesis that made The Who great. His drumming may be

replaced, but his presence and his rapport with the other

band members can never be. Moon's death means the

death of The Who as the premium live band. They may

be crippled on record as well, but on stage the band will

exist without all its parts, and any continuation with a

replacement would be a bastardization of the originality

that made The Who so great.

•

Martin, Erica's husband, deserves the prize for the

ultimate wimpishness and passivity (and the other male

characters leave much to be desired), Mazursky deserves a

great deal of credit for daring to show the ways in which

men victimize and take advantage of women, and for

presenting a modern woman who is not condemned for

being liberated. Similar in many ways to "Diary of a Mad

Housewife," "An Unmarried Woman" offers insight into a

woman who has reached a point at which she will no

longer allow men to walk all over her. Martin dumped

Erica as Martin (the professor) dumped Terry. Erica has a

great job, friends, a daughter, and later, a lover who

respects her. Theresa has her work, and little else. She is

not evil any more than Erica is. She just dealt with

rejection the only way she knew. Yet Brooks saw fit to

depict her tragedy as just punishment for misbehaving.
If Richard Brooks had wanted to, he could have made

an excellent film about a naive young woman who feels
alienated in a vast unfriendly city. Licking fresh wounds
as well as her lifelong scars, she cries out for warmth and
acceptance, and some relief from her anguish. But by
distorting Rossner's incisive novel, he has succeeded only
in sensationalism, in reaffirming his own ignorance and
male chauvinism, and casting women in another injurious
stereotype- new, but just as degrading.

•AraMit,
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The Baltimore City Fair will be this weekend on
Friday, noon to 10 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. in the Innner Harbor. The Fair is the
biggest of its kind in America, and includes rides, games,
soundstages with continuous entertainment, booths from
almost every neighborhood in Baltimore, and of course,
plenty of food. The Johns Hopkins Institutions have a
booth entitled " Under the Dome" behind the Science
Building. It is a gazebo with a dome modelled after that
of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, and there will be
demonstrations and discussions throughout the three days
of the Fair. In the evening, entertainment includes Sonny
James on Friday, Fats Domino on Saturday and the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra accompanied by a
fireworks display on Sunday. Admission is $1.25, and the
Fair can be reached by MTA shuttles that leave from'

Wyman Park Drive for .50 one way. The Baltimore City

Fair is great fun and should not be missed.

•
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Down The Street
At The Corner

BY NANCY KASTEN

The Corner Theatre is a phenomenon right in Charles
Village which is surprisingly little-known in the Johns
Hopkins Community. Located in the basement of the
Cathedral of the Incarnation, on the corner of St. Paul St.
and University Pkwy, this tiny theatre has contributed a
considerable amount to the promotion of the arts. Run
on a strictly voluntary basis, the Theatre has managed to
receive national recognition as an off-off-Broadway
"showcase" for new plays.

Corner Theatre produces six plays each season: five
new, never-before-performed plays, and one revival of a
contemporary drama (this year the revival will be

Tennessee Williams' Period of Adjustment). Although

many of the plays put on by Corner Theatre are

considered avante-garde, all of them have definite plots

and structures.
The Theatre's goal is to produce the most professional

productions possible, using the least amount of money

possible. The only person paid is the playwright; however,

this expense plus rental of the theatre and chairs keeps

the budget extremely low. The theatre seats only 75l00
people, and almost all its budget is brought in through

ticket sales. Tickets are $3.00, $2.50 for students and

Senior Citizens with I.D.

This season's opening play, Gymnasium, is a modern

drama written by a local playwright, H. Jones Baker. The

plot revolves around a 39-year-old college professor who

is trapped in a life of routine and formalities, and the

young, bisexual student who convinces him that he can

regain his youth by getting back into shape. The play

explores many kinds of relationships; between a husband
and wife who have no feeling for each other, between

colleagues who have lost perspective on their careers,
between middle age and youth who struggle to maintain

control over one another. The result is an angry, intense

play provoking an uneasy feeling about becoming trapped

into any kind of relationship. Gymnasium will be

performed Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights,

September 25th-October 8th at 8:00 (September 23rd is

sold-out.) For more information and reservations call

467-3750.
In addition to theatrical productions, Corner Theatre

runs workshops in drama, improvisation, playwriting,

photography, speech, movement and dance, all of which
are open to the public. The first drama workshop will
begin Wednesday, September 20th and will run 6-8 weeks

Lewis Shaw and Michael B. Styer with Peter Conover and Kitty Shaw Dinges 
in Scenes from Gymnasium

18 Stooges
Saturday night at 8:00, Laraby Wolfe's Junior Clas.

Will present a Three Stooges Festival in the Glass Pavilion.

The six films, in black and white, promise to be great.

They are: 1) Idle Romer, 2) Three Wongdoers, 3) \

Ducking They Did Go, 4) Dizzy Pilots, 5) Three Missing

Links, 6) Men in Black.
"Idle Romer" has the Stooges meeting up with a

handsome and extremely foxy werewolfess. "Dizzy

Pilots" has the three as airplane mechanics and it feature

an outrageous chase scene in Fokker biplanes.

( Incidentally, Baren von. Richthofen, viz'. Snoopy

enemy, i.e., the Red Baron, once took flying lessons from

Moe and the boys). "A Ducking They Did Go" is

self-explanatory. The evening's finale, "Men in Black," is

an all-time Stooges classic. CAUTION (The

Administration, in particular Herr Muller, recommends

flat you and your friends do not attempt to imitate the

Stooges' stunts. The Stooges were experienced

professionals and the President does not want you to hurt

yourself.
The show starts at 8:00 and admission is fifty cents a

the door. Twenty-five cent cans o' beer will be sold i

massive quantities. Popcorn will be given out on th

house. This promises to be one great night. Be there

Aloha.
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RATIFICATION
BALLOTING

MI MI MI IN IN MI II MI MI MINIM 1110 MU EMU MIMINIIIIIKUIRINI ME MI IIN

Tuesday thru Thursday

Sept. 19 - 21

Ballots will be distributed in departments;

deposit completed ballots in ballot boxes in

departmental offices or place in campus mail.

PLEASE VOTE!!

Barye's Works On
Display At Walters

BY ROS RESNICK

If the semester's reading and the Baltimore mugginess
become oppressive, there is a cool, quiet place downtown
to provide a few hours' respite. The Walters Art Gallery,
located on 600 North Charles Street, is air-conditioned
and stocked with an unusual assortment of European and
Asian art treasures.
One of the Museum's strongest areas is its Barye

sculpture collection. Antoine Louis Barye (1796-1875)
was a realistic-romantic French sculptor whom William
Walters befriended and encouraged by purchasing over
150 of his statues and water colors. Barye's expertise in
animal sculpture was officially recognized by the French
government when it bought his Tiger Hunt in 1836.

Barye was influenced by the works of the Romantic
painter, Gericault, as well as by the Neo-classical sculptor,
Bosio, and the painter Gros. His sculptures are small
because of his early training as a goldsmith; Barye
believed that animal statues could exist independently,
rather than as mere ornamentation.

His Classical sculptures such as Theseus and the
Minotaur follow many of thetraditional rules of sculpting
and, therefore, look posed and stiff. Barye's hunting
groups, with battling men, elephants, tigers, hounds, stags,
and snakes, throb with Romantic vitality while retaining
the accuracy of execution so important in Neo-Classicism.
The Walters Gallery contains many of the pieces

originally intended for the Duke of Orleans' surtout de
table, a nine-foot arrangement that was never completed.
The Gallery also owns The Tiger Hunt, The Hippogriff
(half-bird, half-horse), the silver Walking Lion, and many
other animal and human sculptures and water colors.
The Gallery's first fall opening, "Netsuke: Miniature

Sculpture of Japan," will run from September 25 through
November 12.
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MONDAY SEPTEMBER 18, AT 7:00 PM
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BOB BARNABA
FROM:

THE VILLAGE
HAIR REPAIR

3120 ST. PAUL STREET, APT. 2

INVITES ALL OF HIS OLD FRIENDS AND

ANYONE ELSE WHO REQUIRES SOMETHING

SPECIAL WHEN IT COMES TO THEIR HAIR

TO CALL HIM AT 532-9539

MORNS BEFORE NOON OR EVES. AFTER

7PM AT HOME OR STOP IN ANY

AFTERNOON AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS.

(FIRST TIME PATRONS: SAVE THIS
AD FOR $2 DISCOUNT)

SHRIVER HALL
FRIDAY September 15 SATURDAY September 16

MIDNIGHT SHOWING (12:30 A.M.)

1 WHAT'S ARMY ROTC 11
I ALL ABOUT?

DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP IN YOU. BUILDING
YOUR SELF- CONFIDENCE. CHALLENGING YOUR
ABILITIES. GIVING YOU AN EDGE ON YOUR

. TEACHING YOU SOMETHING YOU
NEVER THOUGHT YOU COULD LEARN ON A
COLLEGE CAMPUS.

LEARN MORE ABOUT YOU. LEARN MORE
ABOUT ARMY ROTC.

CLASSMATES

FOR INFORMATION VISIT ROOM 200,
MILITARY SCIENCE BLOGABEHIND THE GYM)

OR CALL CAPTAIN DON MILLER 338-7474 7475

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.

=
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LOOKING FOR
MILGOODBAll

Admission $1"

SHRIVER HALL
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

September 15 & 16

7:30 & 10:00 p.m.

#•

IMPORTANT (SOS) ANNOUNCEMENT

Leading authorities in universities throughout the world are fully
convinced that human nature will never permit a permanent end to war,
crime, and the other forms of hurt plaguing our lives, simply because
we cannot prevent the desire to strike a first blow if someone is willing
to risk the consequences. The most we can do, they reason, is to pass
laws that threat n punishment or build up our armed forces to reduce
the number of people who might desire to risk hurting us with a first
blow, although much of the existing hurt is done by people who are
retaliating against various forms of injustice. It should be obvious,
therefore, that if it were possible to prevent a first blow, prevent every
kind of injustice, there would be no need for punishment or retaliation,
but this would render obsolete further need for government as we know
it, and would destroy the functions of theologians who preach and pray
for our deliverance from evil. It is for these reasons— the fact that the
universities are at the top echelon of thought and still cannot solve
these problems, and that government and religious organizations cli, not
want a permanent end to the evils they need to earn their living— that
President Carter refused to investigate, or allow a scientific
demonstration of the claim by a semi-amateur without a degree or title
of any kind, someone very uneducated according to the standards of
the Establishment, that he has discovered a natural, psychological law
that can now accomplish, before the turn of the century, what
heretofore was truly impossible. The Carter Administration reasons," If
such a discovery was made, the universities would certainly know about
it, and we haven't heard a thing, therefore, it obviously must be a
fraud." And many professors who felt their reputations as experts
threatened, reason this way," If we, with all our learning and intellectual
capacity, have not yet come up with such a discovery, how is it possible
for someone without any kind of special training to have what he
claims he has?" Consequently, because it is imperative that this
discovery be brought to light before the disdainful arrogance and
unconscious ignorance of political leaders plunge us into another world
war, worse inflation.., crimes.,, taxation... etc., I, Seymour Lessans, am
appealing to open-minded professors, students and any other interested
people to attend a course I am giving at the Johns Hopkins (Baltimore
Free)University titled BEYOND THE FRAMEWORK OF MODERN
THOUGHT beginning the first week in October. The greatest transition
in history will be launched for the benefit of all mankind, once the
leaders of the world are taught the principles of this discovery, but first
the universities must know what this is all about. Well, am I really
asking too much for professors to allow a semi-amateur like Gregor
Mendel to demonstrate for them what he has, or will they treat me like
Professor Nageli treated him? The very core of his discovery was also
regarded as impossible by the pride, self importance, and opposing
theories of this leading authority who unwittingly forced posthumous
recognition on him by refusing to investigate his claims. But today
Mendel is the Father of Genetics, while Nageli is a footnote. So don't
be too hasty to use your knowledge and your titles as a standard to
judge what hasn't even been revealed to you yet. But when it is, should
you decide to give me the benefit of the doubt, deny it... if you can.

Chris Walsh,
Engineering
"It's really boring to read the way
most people are taught. This way,
you look at a page of print—you
see the whole page. It's great!"

Marcia Faragher
Engineer

have increased my reading
speed from 227 words per mi-
nute to 1,064 words per mi-
nute with increased com-
prehension. Because of my in-
creased reading speed and
comprehension, I can go
through the daily mail, news-
papers and other reading
materials much more rapidly.

John Futch,
Law Student
"With 60 briefs a week, the
average student takes all
week to prepare for class. In
an evening. I'm finished."

EASY
Increase your reading

speed as much as 100%!

Chris Hanburger,
Professional
Athlete
"Reading dynamically is as
challenging and stimulating
as reading an offense. It is a
tremendous technique for
gaining understanding on
my tight schedule."

William Proxmire,
U.S. Senator
"The single most difficult
problem for a senator is to
be informed in all kinds of
ways. And I find that this
course has just helped me
enormously. . . it's meant
that I can read a great deal
more material

All it takes is one free lesson and you can zip through your reading a lot faster. In fact you can cut your
reading time almost in half! Hard to believe? Put us to the test. Come and discover the secrets to easy speed
reading, better concentration, greater comprehension. These copyrighted techniques are taught in over 300
cities throughout the U.S. No gimmicks. No obligation. It's easy. It's fun. It works.

SUNDAY

Sept. 24

Get it while in still free!
 SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Sept. 25 Sept. 26 Sept. 27 Sept. 28 Sept. 29

QUALITY INN - TOWSON HILTON INN — PIKESVILLE

1015 York Road & Reisterstown Road at

Towson Beltway Exit 20

Pikesville
Mini-lessons held daily at both locations at 5:30 pm & 8 pm

SUNDAY

Sept. 24

MONDAY TUESDAY

Sept. 25 Sept. 26

CROSS KEYS INN

Wincopin Circle

Columbia

Mini-lessons held daily at

5:30 pm & 8 pm at above location

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Sept. 27 Sept. 28 Sept. 29

HILTON—DOWNTOWN HOLIDAY INN

101 West Fayette & 6600 Richie Hwy.

Baltimore Glen Burnie

Mini-lessons held daily at

5:30 pm & 8 pm at above location

HOW TO KEEP THE
LIFE OF THE PARTY

ALIVE.

For free information, write to
DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345
Rockville, Maryland 20852

1IN

Flawless typing of dissertations,
theses, papers, etc. - $.75 PAGE.
Also provide complete
proofreading, editing & revision if
desired. Free pickup & delivery of

dissertations, theses & long papers
if needed. Call STEVE SAETZ

823-2682

YielteVie A24:

DAT
MCAT
LSAT
GMAT
PCAT
OCAT
GRE
SAT
VAT

NMB
I, II, Ill
ECFMG
FLEX
VQE

NDB
I, II

NLE

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

-H
Educational Center

Call Days Evenings IL Weekends

243-1456
Come Visit Our Center
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EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
3121 St. Paul St.

Baltimore, Md. 21218



BY DOUG JOHNSON
It had just about all you could

ask for from a lacrosse game; all
the best players from the colleges
bersus all the standouts from
club competition, the top
coaches from the college and
club ranks, a half-time
presentation honoring members
of the 1928 U.S. Lacrosse Team,
a large, festive crowd, and cool,
clear weather. But something was
missing from the 1978 Superstar
Lacrosses game held on
Homewood field Saturday,
September 9th. As most all-star
games go, it followed the usual
pattern; little teamwork but
numerous examples of sparkling
individual effort. However that
did not seem to be the root of
the problem. The game itself had
changed. A star like Cornell's
John Sierra or Central New
York's Eamon McEneaney would
twist and turn his way into
scoring position and rifle a shot
past the goalie. But what
happened next? The referee gave
the ball to the opposing team's
middie at the midfield mark, and
he would put the ball into play
from there! Just like that. What
about the face-off? It had been
eliminated by a new NCAA
ruling If ever a bureaucratic
body wanted to create bad
publicity for itself, the NCAA
Lacrosse Rules Committee could
not have picked a better way of
doing it.
The supposed benefit of the

change is that the process of play
will be speeded dp, thus making
it more interesting and exciting
for the fans, and thus perhaps
causing lacrosse fever to spread
across the country.

But what are the costs? Rarely
would we get to see the likes of
great active face-off artists like
brothers Doug Radebaugh and

BIA
Changes

Rules
The 1978 academic year is

upon us, and so is the start of
another year of intramural
athletics sponsored by the Board
of Intramural Athletics. In fact,
the BIA is already forging ahead
with plans for greater variety and
expanded participation,
especially from women and
independents.

At the initial meeting, the
Board unanimously endorsed a
proposal to establish a separate
independent league similar to the
fraternity and dormitory leagues.
Any group of 10 to 50
undergraduates will be eligible to
fill out a roster and participate as
an independent team throughout
the entire sports program. Points
will be awarded in each sport,
and the independent team that
accumulates the most points at

the end of the year will be

presented with a trophy at the

Doug's Dugout
Ned Radebaugh, the latter of
whom won 20 of 22 face-offs in
the 1978 Championship game at
Rutgers. Slim would be the
chances of seeing future Bob
Maimones or Jerry Schnydmans
men who are impressive examples
that height is no prerequisite of
greatness. Virtually wiped out
would be the excitement, the
wonder, the surprise of two
crouched, tense bodies straining
every musclerin a ground-level
battle of brains and brawn. Few
times would we experience the
rising roar of th crowd as the two
opponents duel in the center of
the field and their teammates
sprint from the sides to scoop up
the ball if it should pop out. And
what about all the time and
effort spent by thousands of
coaches and players from the
high school level up to the club
ranks? So many have worked to
teach and to learn a skill which is
now, in effect, obselete.

There is no doubt that the
game will be speeded up.
Offensively, coaches will not
have to waste time substituting a
face-off specialist with a better
all-around midfielder or
attacicman, as Coach Ciccarone
would often do while Bob
Maimone reigned in the face-off
circle at Hopkins a few years
back. After his team has been
scored upon, the coach can be
assured that his team has
possession of the ball, and he can
institute new, quicker offensive
patterns to take advantage of this
certainty. Scores will be higher
and closer since inferior teams
will have possession of the ball
much more often than before.

But is it worth the sacrifice?
Ned Radebaugh observes that
nearly everyone he has talked to
.is against the rule change. Maybe
people are just trying to be

sympathetic to him, but
probably not. Most,pf the people
I have discussed the subject with
quickly point out how exciting
face-offs are, and, as one friend
put it, "You can't wait to see who
is going to come up with the
ball."

Fortunately, the inside word is
that the rule, which is now on a
one-year trial basis, will be struck
down after this year. We will
have to grin and bear it this
coming season, but by next year
the face-off should return, and
along with it the thrill and
excitement it brings to players,
coaches, and fans.
And let's hear it for our fall

baseballers as they go out to
tame the Towson Tigers this
Monday.
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On the receiver's end of a Hopkins' passing play against Georgetown last year.

New Hopkins Football Team
Fights Off Crusaders

BY RICHARD MILLER

A dynamic new offensive
strategy, a revitalized coaching
staff, and a host of talented new
faces at key positions should all
contribute to an exciting contest
when a fired-up Blue Jay grid
squad takes to the field
tomorrow in Hopkins' 1978
season opener against
Susquehanna.

Led by freshman signal-caller
Jim Margraff, this year's Blue Jay
offense will feature a short
passing attack utilizing
automatics, shifting formations
and motion. Margraff's primary
receivers will include senior
scoring threat Tom Bender and
freshman Bill Stromberg, while
powerful junior Kenny Bess,
sophomore Matt Martello, and

Johns Hopkins Varsity Soccer
homecoming lacrosse game. Any
group interested in joining the
league should fill out rosters as
soon as possible and bring them
to the BIA box in the Athletic
Center Main Office or mail them
to: Jeff Marks at Box
859. Rosters are due by next
Wednesday, September 20th, for
flag football. A meeting of the
team captains will take place
Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. in

freshman John Potthast will
spearhead the Hopkins
ground-gaining efforts.
Sophomore center Fred Kern, Jr.
and junior Rick Broadhurst will
return to anchor the offensive
trench corps.

This year's exciting new
offense reflect s the return of
the long-time Hopkins athletic
coach Howdy Myers to active
duty as offensive co-ordinator.
Myers had been coaching at
Ho fstra University, where he
developed a national reputation
for athletic excellence.
"Howdy's experience and

wisdom will be a great help to
our football team," head grid
Coach Dennis Cox said, adding,
"This year we will really move
the 

ball."joining 
"A  in

the offensive

kicks into action against Haverford tomorrow
the Athletic Center lobby. Games
will start on Monday, September
25th. Rosters and questions
should be addressed to Bruce
Wo;ock at Box 670 or Jon
Lovisolo at Box 393.
While the entire year's

schedule of events is not yet
definite, some of the upcoming
sports include the Goucher
Gallop (Oct. 7th), Bike Race
(Sept. 30th), Tennis Tournament

(Oct. 7th and 8th), and a
Women's Volleyball Tournament
(Oct. 14th-15th). Information on
further events can be found on
the BIA bulletin board in the
Athletic Center next to the cage.

coaching effort this year is line
coach Mike Maher, fresh from
the late, great semi-pro Baltimore
Eagles.

Despite the tragic death of
junior stalwart Dave Budzik last
July, the Blue Jay defense
appears reinforced with the
arrival of several promising
freshmen. Junior letterman Ned
Sacha, dean of the defensive
linemen, will be returning to lead
a bigger, quicker and hungrier
platoon of defenders this year.
Talented lacrosse standout Steve
Wey, , who last year saw
considerable duty at the tight
end position, will join junior
John Scully and sophomores
Kevin Keefer and Ray Reed in
this year's beefed-up Jay defense.

In the coaching department,
Hopkings graduate Jerry Pfeiffer
has joined the Jay staff as
defensive backfield co-ordinator,
following a five year stint as head
coach of the McDonough School.

Special teams also will display
a variety of new faces, including
sophomore place kicker Jeff
Harris. Harris, who was recruited
right off the Hopkins campus,
will fill the void left by the
departure of veteran kickers
Steve Love and Bob De Simone,
and should add a new dimension
to the Blue Jay kicking game.

Although the Jays looked solid
in ;their pre-season scrimmages
against Bowie State and Lebanon
Valley, they will be facing a
tough opponent in the
Susquehanna Crusaders
tomorrow. In last year's opener
the Crusaders completely
dominated the Jays offensively,
racking up 416 total yards to
Hopkins' 112 en route to a 20-12
home victory. This year's Jay
grid squad appears to be ready to
meet the Crusader challenge,
however, with an explosive
offense and an unusual amount
of depth at the signal-calling
position.
When the final gun sounds at

Homewood field tomorrow,
Hopkins football fans may be
pleasantly surprised to find their
1978 Blue Jay gridders on the
plus side as a season opener for
the first time in many years.
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New Set of Rules *Dixie Dick's Picks.

for NCAA Basketball
The bracket for the 1979

National Collegiate Basketball
Championship has been
expanded from 32 to 40 teams
by the •NICAA Executive
Committee.

Acting on a recommendation
by the Division I Basketball
Committee, the Executive
Committee, which met August
10-11 at the United States Air
Force Academy, approved a plan
which will allow 20 allied
conferences and three Eastern
College Atheletic Conference
Division I representatives to
qualify automatically for the
expanded bracket. The details of
the arrangement were printed in
the July 15 issue of the NCAA
News.

First-round byes will be
awarded to the 16 automatic
qualifying conferences which
have achieved the best won-lost
record in tournament
competition over the past
five-year period. The remaining
eight first-round byes also will be
available from an at-large pool
consisting of the remaining seven
automatic qualifying
conferences, all independent
institutions and second
conference representatives
selected for the championship.
The brackets will consist of

four regions with 10 teams. In
each region, six teams will receive
byes and the remaining four
teams will be paired in the first
round of the tournament as
follows: No. 7 seed vs. No. 10

and No. 8 vs. No. 9: The seeding
will be completed by the Division
I Basketball Committee at its
March 1979 meeting.
Each of these first-round

winners will advance to the
second round to join the 24
teams byes. Independents and
second conference teams could
receive byes into the second
round based uupon seeding.
The Executive Committee also

approved a recommendation
from the Basketball Committee
that , beginning witn the 1979
championship, two teams from
the same conference may not
compete against each other in the
championship finals game.

Dixie Dick was so pleased with **
the response last week he's *
beefed up his list and "shaved" *
things even closer. He works ',lard *
on these, kiddies, so let's get with *
it, huh? Remember, that number *
for further "information" is:
366-5062, and the gentleman to e
talk to is still "Mel". Oh yes, *
those of you who were given *
code numbers last week may *
consider them valid for the entire*
season.

N.Y. Jets v Seattle +41/2
Washington v St. Louis +31/2
Dallas v Los Angeles +3
New England v Baltimore +131/2
Navy v Virginia +61/2
UCLA v Tennessee +41/2
Oklahoma v W. Virginia +271/2
Va. Tech v Wake Forest even

Woman's Tennis In Full Swing
BY JOHN L. BRANDEIS

Flo Bryan, coach of the girls'
team, has much to be optimistic
about. Coming off a winning
season in her first year as coach
of the team, she finds herself in
the enviable position of selecting
a team from over twenty good
players. Not everyone will remain
on the team, but more players
will be on the team than last year
as there will be six singles players
and three doubles teams up from
five and two last season. As many

as fifteen girls may earn a spot on

the team.
The team lost no one to

graduation (Lisa Gottesfeld left
to play field hockey) and is
anchored by seniors Beth
Yanowitz, Debbie Wiegel, Kate
Foster, Nancy Tang, Barbara
Chang and Anne Caston. Future
teams have much to look forward
to as no less than fourteen
tryouts are freshmen and
sophomores.

Everyone is preparing for the
opening match next Tuesday at

Georgetown. Coach Bryan is
positive about another winning
season, but realizes that
Georgetown is a tough foe to
open against. Early season
matches are always
unpredictable, and Flo is doing
all she can to get the team off to
a solid start. Getting to know the
players is an important part of
being a successful coach, and
judging by the players' responses
everything points in the right
direction.

Water Polo Team
Makes Big Splash
One of the best-kept secrets of

the fall sports season is the water
polo team. Coming off a
disappointing 6-5 record a year
ago, the team's prospects appear
to be excellent. Their first
tournament will be held at the
Athletic Center on September
29th and 30th. The possible
participants for this tournament
include Villanova, Towson State,
and Calvert Hall.
This year's coach is Bob

Summers, returning for his third
season. Joining him will be
Co-Captains Colin Chinn and Bill
Sick. A number of freshmen are
on the team, making the future
look promising. Although there
are only fourteen on the traveling
squad, the roster is expected to
number around twenty.

Along with Hopkins in the
Mid-Atlantic Conference are
Penn State, Villanova,
Monmouth College, Princeton,
RPI, St. Francis, and Lehigh. The

top four teams in this group will
advance to hte NCAA Division
III Eastern Championships. Two
seasons ago the team
accomplished that task, and two
returning players, Co-Captains
Chinn and Bill Smiddy, were
elected All-Conference.
Co-Captain Chinn feels Penn

State and Monmouth will be the
team's toughest competition, and
these showdowns will come
during the month of October,
when two league tournaments
will be conducted.

Last year's disappointing
record can be attributed
primarily to injuries. If the team
can stay healthy, they should
return to the Eastern
Championships and continue on
hopefully to a national
championship. Never to be
neglected is the presence of
athletic supporters, so if you

have the time, come out and

cheer the team on.

Of all the lung-damaging diseases, this one is the
worst It causes mucus that clogs kids' lungs and
airways And we don't have a cure yet Help con-
quer this cruel inherited disease hi (living to your
local rvctir Pibrr,sis rhr-Intr4

SO GIVE ANYTHING.

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

• COMING SOON

The Student Council's

Career Advising Week
-Speakers from every field

-coffee tea, donuts; etc.

come chat informally about what people
do on their job and how they got there.



Tutoring Thesis Advisor

STATISTICS
Research Consultation

Dr. Kalish 1- 384-4866

I With this coupon...
Greenway Pharmacy
T-Shirt ONLY $3.99

Greenway Pharmacy 
34th & Charles

 in McCoy Apts..)

IS THIS
WHAT YOUR

KISSES
TASTE LIKE?

If you smoke cigarettes,
you taste like one.
Your clothes and hair

can smell stale and
unpleasant. too.
You don't notice it, but

people close to you do.
Especially if they don't
smoke.
And non-smokers

are the best people to
love. They live
longer.

AMERKAN
CANCER SOCIETY
This space contributed by the
publisher as a public service.
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NONDENOMINATIONAL
OFFICE OF THE CHAPLAIN
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

1"The Sunday Experiences'
PRESENTS

Dr. Lorraine Hunt, School o
Hygiene and Public Health,
Johns Hopkins University

"Health Professional Education
And the

Human Dimension"
Sunday, September 17

Levering Hall

Evenings 5 P.M.-11 P.M. Sunday thru Friday
Nights 11 P.M.-8 A.M. Everynight
Weekends All Day Saturday Until 5 P.M. Sunday
first minute, interstate calls.
Excludes Alaska and Hawaii.

L—V Room

news-letter
classifieds 

SPANISH LESSONS translations by
experienced native teachers. All levels.
366-2056.

ATTENTION: Readers wanted for
Blind graduate student, $1.25 per
hour. If interested please contact
Nance. 467-0678.

COLLEGE STUDENT wishing to
babysit, part or full time, in own
house. 752-9391.

CARPOOL WANTED, from
Greenbelt, Maryland (intersection
Washington Beltway and
Baltimore-Washington Parkway).
345-7017

ROOMMATES WANTED, Beautiful 3

BR Apt. Fireplace, 2 Porches. yard,

new refrig and stove - $125/month

incl everything. 664-2000

Last year
more people had cancer

of the colon-rectum
than any other cancer.

And you
haven't had
a procto
lately?

Procto: an
everyday way of
saying proctoscopic
examination.

It's a simple
diagnostic test for
cancer of the colon
and rectum.

And it helps
save more lives than
any other step in
the checkup.

So. if you're
over 40, you should
have a procto as
part of your health
examination.

Just think of it
as a regular part of
living.

American Cancer
Society

NIS SPEC/ COMM,. WI IVArlUlD AS A rick- MOOT
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